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AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF BOUNDED DOMAINS

IN BANACH SPACESO

BY

STEPHEN J. GREENFIELD AND NOLAN R. WALLACH

Abstract. We prove a weak Schwarz lemma in Banach space and use it to show

that in Hubert space a Siegel domain of type II is not necessarily biholomorphic to a

bounded domain. We use a strong Schwarz lemma of L. Harris to find the full group

of automorphisms of the infinite dimensional versions of the Cartan domains of type

I. We then show that all domains of type I are holomorphically inequivalent, and are

different from fc-fold products of unit balls (A: a 2). Other generalizations and

comments are given.

0. Introduction. In this paper we use a generalized Schwarz lemma (a result of

Harris [6]) to analyze the groups of holomorphic automorphisms of certain

bounded domains in Hubert space. We find the full group of automorphisms of the

infinite dimensional versions of the Cartan domains of type I (in the notation of

Hua [7]). Since the unit ball in Hubert space is one of these domains, we find the

full group of holomorphic automorphisms of the unit ball. This result seems to be

known already to R. S. Phillips [11] and certainly to Hayden and Suffridge [8].

We also derive a necessary condition for an open domain in a Banach space to

be holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain. We use this condition to

prove that the infinite dimensional version of the polydisc is not equivalent to a

bounded domain. Thus in Hubert space a Siegel domain of type II is not neces-

sarily holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain.

We find the full group of holomorphic automorphisms of the &-fold product of

the Hubert ball with itself. We prove that all domains of type I are distinct and are

inequivalent to &-fold products of balls of k ^ 2. In particular, we show that the

unit ball in Hubert space, B, and BxB are not holomorphically equivalent

(answering a question of D. Burghelea).

A quantity of comments and questions are appended.

1. Schwarz's lemma. Let V and W be complex Banach spaces. We give a

generalization of Schwarz's lemma for maps from V to W:
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Proposition 1.1. Let K be a starlike circular domain in V and K' a convex

circular domain in W. Suppose that f: K-> K' is a holomorphic mapping with

/(0)=0. Then (1/fc!) dkfiO)izk) e K' for zeK. (Here holomorphic means that the

Fréchet derivative off is complex linear at each point in K, dkfis the kth derivative of

fi andzk is thek-tuple (z,..., z). See Dieudonné [3].)

Proof. Let
i  r2n

G(z)=±\     e~kiBf(eiBz)dB,   for zeK.
¿T JO

By definition of the Riemann integral G(z) is a limit of convex combinations of

elements of K'. Hence G(z) e K'. If zeK, then the map of the closed unit disc to

K' given by t ->/(/z) is holomorphic. It therefore has a power series expansion :

f(tz) = '£k0=x(tklkl)dkf(Q)(zk) which converges uniformly and absolutely on the

unit circle. This immediately implies that G(z)=(l/&!) dkf(0)(zk).

Corollary 1.1 (Schwarz Lemma). Let B={ze V\ \\z\\ < 1} and B' = {ze W\

|z|| < 1}. Iff: B^-B' is holomorphic andf(0)=0, then df(0) has operator norm less

than or equal to 1.

Proof. df(0)B^B. Thus if ||z| = 1, t e R, \t\ < 1 then \\df(0)tz\\ g 1. Hence

||¿#"(0)z|| ̂  1, as was to be proved.

Proposition 1.1 also gives a necessary condition that a domain in V be holo-

morphically equivalent to a bounded domain.

Corollary 1.2. Let K be an open subset in V.IfK is holomorphically equivalent

to a bounded domain in V and if, for each zeK,

JT(Z) = <f:K^ K\fholomorphic andfiz) = z}

then there are positive numbers Ciz) and Miz) so that Mkiz) ^ Ciz)ik \)2M(z)fc, where

MAz) = sup{||dkfiz)|| \fe^iz)}.iHere, ||í/y(z)||=sup{||¿/k/(z)(wk)|| | H = l}.)

Note. If K is the unit disc in C then MkiO) = k\.

Proof. We suppose that for each zeK there is a bounded open subset Kz in V

and Gz: Kz -* K a holomorphic isomorphism so that G2(0)=z. Let

&, = {/: Kz -* Kz | /holomorphic and/(0) = 0}.

Let Mk(z) = sup {\\dkfiO) \\\fe ^}. Then the technique of the proof of Proposition

1.1 implies that Mkiz)^Ak\Bk (here A is the radius of a ball around 0 containing

Kz and B'1 is the radius of a ball around 0 contained in Kz). The Cauchy estimates

on dkGA0) imply that ||</fcG2(0)|| ^A'k\iB')k for some constants A' and B'. A

simple computation using the composite function formula [1, p. 7] yields the

desired estimates on the elements of ^"(z) of the form Gz °f° Gz1,fe^iz). Since

every element of ^"(z) has this form the result is proven.

Let /2={{zn} | z„eC and 2 |z„|2<oo}. Let D00 be the subset defined by £>°°

={{zn} e lz | sup |zn| < 1}. As an application of Corollary 1.2 we prove
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Proposition 1.2. Z>°° is not equivalent to a bounded domain in I2.

Proof. Let Fn({z¡})={w¡} be defined by Wj = zx for j=l,..., n, wn+j = z2 for

7=1,...,», and in general w(t_1)n+;=zk for j=\,..., n. Then Fne^(0) and

\\dFn(0)\\ ="1/2- Thus Mx(0)^n112 for all n. Corollary 1.2 now implies D"> is not

equivalent to a bounded domain.

2. Zero preserving automorphisms of the unit ball. Let V and W be complex

Banach spaces.

Theorem 2.1 (Harris [6]). Let B (resp. B') be the unit ball of V (resp. W). If

F: B^¡- B' is a holomorphic isomorphism of B so that F(0)=0, then F=dF(0)\B.

Furthermore dF(0) is an isometry of V to W, i.e. ||dF(0)z| = ||z| for zeV.

Proof. Let F: B-+ B' be a holomorphic isomorphism of B to B' with F(0)=0.

Put T=dF(0). Corollary 1.1 says that ||T||^1. Since dF~1(0) = T-1 we see also

that ¡r-1^!. Thus if Ty=w with ||j>|| = 1 then ||w|l = l- Now T~1w=y, so

1^ \\T~1\\ ̂  11^1 _1^1, hence ||w| = l. This proves that T is an isometry. The

result now follows from a theorem of Harris [6] which says that if /: 2?-> B is

holomorphic and ¿#"(0) is an isometry then/=¿^(0)|B.

From Theorem 2.1 we derive

Corollary 2.1. Let C be an open bounded convex circled domain in V. If

F: C -*• C is a holomorphic automorphism so that F(0)=0 then F=dF(0)\c. The

group of all holomorphic automorphisms of C preserving 0 is a bounded subgroup of

GL(V).

Proof. Let Vc be the Banach space whose underlying space is Fand whose norm

is defined by \\x\\c = inf {t e R, t > 0 \ x e tC}. Then Vc is a Banach space (equiva-

lent to V) having C as its unit ball. The result now follows from Theorem 2.1.

3. Cartan domains of type I in Hubert space. Let H be a separable Hubert

space and let L(Cn, H) be the set of all linear maps from C to H. (We take the

standard Hubert space structure on Cn.) We make L(Cn, H) into a Hubert space

by defining <Z,W)=trW*Z for Z, W e L(Cn, H). Let ||Z| =<Z,Z>1'2 for

ZeL(Cn,H). Define || Z || x = sup {¡Zi>|| | H = l}.

Let Dn(H) be the unit ball in L(Cn, H) relative to the norm || \\x- We note that

if « = 1 then Dn(H) is just the unit ball in H. If dim H< oo then the Dn(H) exhaust

the standard Cartan domains of type I (see Hua [7]).

In this section we find the full group of holomorphic automorphisms of Dn(H)

fixing 0.

Theorem 3.1. Let F be a holomorphic automorphism of Dn(H) with F(0)—0.

Then there is A e U(H) and B e Ufa) (U(H), the unitary group of H, and U(n), the

unitary group ofCn) so that F(Z) = A ° Z o B'1.
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The proof of this result will depend on a collection of lemmas and definitions.

An element Z0 of cl (D„(/L)) will be called an extreme point if whenever Z0 = aZx

+bZ2, a>0, b>0, a+b=l, and Z¡ecl iDAH)), then ZX=Z2.

Lemma 3.1. Z e cl iDAH)) is extreme iffZ*Z=In (/„ is the identity map on Cn).

Proof. Suppose Z*Z=I and Z=aZx + bZ2, a>0, o>0, a+b-l, with Z¡

e cl iDAH)). Then if v e Cn is a unit vector Zv is a unit vector. Furthermore

||Z,u||^l by the definition of Dn(//). Thus for each veCn, |»| = 1, aZxv + bZ2v

—Zv. But if x, y, z are unit vectors in H so that ax+by = z then x—y=z. Hence

Z=ZX =Z2.

Suppose now that Z e cl iDAH)), Z*Z^I, and Z is extreme. Then

z = y & <g> v?
<=i

where <£1;..., <j>k is an orthonormal basis of Im Z, and vf{v) = {Zv, fa}.

If k^n, let v e Cn be a unit vector orthogonal to plf ..., vk and let <f> be orthog-

onal to the fa. Then Z+<j> <g) v*, Z-</> <g> y* g cl (ön(LT)) and Z=-|(Z-|-<¿ <8> ^*)

+i(Z-^ (g) t;*). Thus k=n.

Since Z*Z^I, \Z\x-¿ I, we see there is i so that 0< ¡yj < 1. We assume i=l.

Let ux, wx be elements of the unit ball in Cn (with ux^vx, wx^vx) so that aux+bwx

=zx, a, b>0, a+b=l. Then

aUx ®uf+ J fa ® »?) +i(¿i O wî + 2 ^ <g> »,*) = Z.

So Z is not extreme.

Lemma 3.2. Let F be as in Theorem 3.1. Then F=dFiO)\DnW) and, ifZeDniH),

there are elements Az e UiH), Bz e t/(n) so that FiZ) = Az oZ°Bp.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, F=dFiO)\Dn(m and iZF(O) is an isometry of || ¡!. Set

T= dFiO). Clearly T preserves extreme points of cl iDAH)). If Z is an extreme

point, we can write (as a consequence of Lemma 3.1) Z=2"=i <t>i <S> v* with {fa)

and {vt} orthonormal sets. Let A( = Tifa (g> vf). Then for each (0ls..., dn) e Rn,

2"-i exP OA)"^ <8> v* is also an extreme point of cl iDAH)). If A{ = Tifa <g> yf), we

have

r( 2x exP OW* ® e*>)*r( Jîexp ('w' ® ̂ }) = 7"

Thus 2fc,i exp (- i0k) exp iiBl)AlAl=I for all (01;..., dn) e Rn. This implies

(1) J ¿ÎA = /,
fc=i

and (2) AtA, = 0, k^l. Now \\fa <g> pf||1=l. Thus ||4fc|| = l (since Jis an isometry

of ||  fli). Hence for each k, there is wk so that ||wfc|| = l and A%Akwk = wk. (1)
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implies that A*AkWi = 8klwk, so that wx, ■ • •, wn are linearly independent. Let t/ik

= Akwk. (2) implies <0k, 0,> = Skl. So Ai = >f>i<g> wf, and 2?=i ̂ ¡ = 2f=i A ® wf.
Therefore Wj,..., wn are orthonormal. In particular, if <f>e H, ve Cn, T(<f> ® t>*)

=t/r <g w* for some >/>e H,weCn. Furthermore, if <¿1; <f>2e H and «?!, r2 e Cn are

such that (<f>x, <t>2y=0, and (vx, v2) = 0, then T(c¿¡ <g v) = ^ (g w¡ (i=l, 2) and

<<Ai, <A2>=0, and<iv1, w2}=0, and ||0,|| |K|| = ||&|| ||i>,|| (¡=1,2).

If Zje L(Cn, H), then there is a set {vx,..., vk} of orthonormal vectors so that

Z*Z=2f=i Kvi ® *>* where A¡^0. (Z*Z is Hermitian positive semidefinite.) Let

(A,)1'2^ = Zv„ i= \,...,k, fa) unit vectors. Then Z* = 2?=1 (A,)1/a¿, ® »*, and

Z*Z=Jikj=1 (A¡)1,2(A;)1,2<<^, <¿(>j (g t>*. Thus {^1;..., <^te} are orthonormal. Hence

T(Z) = 2íc=i(A¡)1/2</'<<g w?, with {>!>,} and {w,} orthonormal. Let BzeU(n) be

defined so that Bzvi = wi, and Aze U(H) defined so that Az<t>i=ipi. Then T(Z)

= Az°Zo Bzx.

Note. We keep for further reference a part of the proof of Lemma 3.2. If T is an

isometry of || \x on L(Cn, H), and if </>, i/i e H, v, w e C, <», w> = <^, </<> = 0, then

T(<f> (g> p*) = £ (g «*, TO/. <g w*) = p <g z*, and <£ />> = <w, z> = 0, furthermore

1*1 H = M M-
We now proceed to prove Theorem 3.1. We note that Theorem 3.1 reduces by

Lemma 3.2 to showing that if Tis a linear isometry of || ||i,then T(Z) = A ° Z o B'1,

A e U(H), B e Ufa). Also we have shown that for each Z there are Az e U(H) and

Bz e Ufa) so that T(Z)=AZ ° Z ° Bz 1. Furthermore, we may assume that Atz = Az,

and Btz = Bz for t e C.

(i) A0ISv.<t> = XA0®w.<f>, for v,we Cn.

Proof, (a) Suppose (v, w} = 0. T(<f> ®v*) = >j>®u*, T(<f> (g u>*) = f (g z*. We

may assume ||^|| = |v|| = ||w|| =1. Tpreserves inner products by its expression. Thus

we may assume ||^|| = ||f || = ||u| = ||z|| = 1. Furthermore T(<j> (g (v* + w*)) = 8 (g ;*,

||S| = 1. Since Tpreserves inner products we see < 8, </>><?, u) = l and<8, £><r, z> = l.

Since (<f> (g v*, <j> <g> w*> = 0 we see that

<S ® f *, S ® i*> = 2 = |<S, ̂ ><i, w> + <8, £></, z>|

^ |<8,0>| |<Mi>| + |<8,f>| |</,z>| Ú |<M/>| + |</,z>|
á21'a(|<r,tt>|a + |</>z>|a)1'aá2.

Thus all inequalities are equalities. Hence |<8, #>| = 1, |<8, £>| = 1. And f=A</r.

(b) If <f, w>>#0, we may assume \\v\\ = 1 and set u=w — <w, u>tf. Then </>(£> u*

=<f>®w*-(w, vy-<f> <g v*. We have by the above T(<f> <g> »*) = 0 (g r*, T(<^ <g> k*)

=ifi<g) z*. Thus 7\(£ (g) v*)=ifi <g x* as was to be proven.

(ii) Blt)®v.v=XBti,®v.v.

Proof. Use the same argument with adjoints.

(iii) If i<f>, <A> = 0 then <y40gll,.0, A^v>4)=0.

Proof. By the above we may assume that v = w. The result now follows since T

preserves inner products.
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(iv) If (v, w>=0, then (B^^v, fiiiSl„.w>=0.

Proof. Same argument as (iii).

Now let {fa) be an orthonormal basis of H, and {ej} an orthonormal basis of

Cn. Then {fa <g ef} is an orthonormal basis of L(C, H). Let Ax e UiH), Bx e U(n)

be defined by Axfa = A0ilglvifa, and BxVi = B0l2,v;Vi. Then (iii), (iv) imply that Ax

and Bx do indeed define unitary transformations of Hand Cn respectively. Further-

more (i) and (ii) imply that iîf{Z) = Ax1T{Z)Bl, then Tifa (g vf) = \ijcf>i <g vf with

|Ay| = l. AndAu = l.

To complete the proof we need the following :

Lemma 3.3. Let T be an isometry of LiCn, Ck) relative to the operator norm.

Suppose that these are orthonormal bases fa,..., fa. of Ck and vx,.. .,vn ofiCn so

that Tifa (g vf) = Xtjfa eg v*. Then there exist ax,..., ak, ßx,..., ßn of norm 1 so

that (*) Xij = aißj. Furthermore, every solution to (*) is of the form Xax,..., Xak,

Xßx,..., Xßn, where X is of norm 1.

Proof. That |Ay| = 1 follows directly from Lemma 3.2. If ax,..., ak, ßx,..., ßn,

and «i,..., a'k,ß'x,.. .,ß'k are two solutions of (*) then a(j3y = aij8J for all /',_/. Thus

«¡(«I) "1=ß'ißj1 for all i, j. Hence a¡ = Aa¡, ßj = Xß] for all i, j. We therefore only have

to prove existence.

Consider first k^n. If Z*Z=I, then T(Z)*T(Z) = I. If Z=2 a«& ® vf, then

Z*Z=I implies 2f= i ät,ala = Sjs, l^j,s^n. Thus 2*= i (T(z))îi T(Z)is = 8JS. If we

define the maps T¡: Ck -* Ck by Tt(ax,..., ak) = (axXxh ..., akXkl), the assumed

form of T(Z) implies: if (a, b) = 0,a,be Ck, then (T,a, Tpb)=0 (l^p, l èl,pin).

Put a=(0,..., 1,..., 1,.. .,0) (+1 in i and y coordinates) and o = (0,..., 1,...,

—1,...,0) (+1 in i coordinate and —1 in j coordinate). Then (a, b) = 0, and

(T¡a, Tpb) = XilXip — \jlXjp=0. So AipA„ = XjpXn.

Select a¡,ßj so that Alp=j8pa1, Apl = a,„ l<pfin, and Xxx = axßx = l. Then the

above equation shows that Afí=aij8í.

The case k<n follows by taking adjoints.

We now complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. Returning to the notation preceding

Lemma 3.3, we note that T(Vk)<=Vk, and T: Ffc-> Vk is an isometry where Vk

={ZeL(Cn, H) | Z=2h\.i=i (¡„fa ® of}. Clearly Vk=L(C\ Ck) and f(fa eg. vf)
= Xij$i eg) vf. Thus Lemma 3.3 applies and there are ax,.. .ak, ßx,..., ßk so that

(*) Xu = aßj. Furthermore A1X = 1, and we may take the solution such that o^=ßx = 1.

By Lemma 3.3, this selection makes ax,..., ak, ßx,...,ßn unique. Hence we have

a(,ieN, and ßx,...,ßn, so that aij8J = AiJ. Let A2fa = aifa and B2vi=ßivi. Then

Aï1 ° f(fa (g vf) o B2=fa Cg vf for all i,j. Hence T(Z)=AZB~1 with A=AXA2,

B=BXB2, proving Theorem 3.1.

Note. It seems likely that Theorem 3.1 is true without any restriction on H.

Possibly a proof using the lemmas above based on the hereditary collection of

finite dimensional subspaces L(Cn, W), W^H, dim W<<x>, would work.
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4. The automorphism group of a Cartan domain of type I. Let H be a Hilbert

space and let Q be the quadratic form on Hx Cn given by Q(z, v)=\\z\\2— \\v\\2. Let

U(H, n) be the set of all continuous endomorphisms A of Hx Cn so that Q(A(z, w))

= Q(z, w), and Q(A*(z, w))= Q(z, w). (It can be shown that the latter condition is

implied by the former if we assume that A is invertible.)

Let A = [BD.cE]eU(H,n) where B:H^H, C:Cn^H, D:Cn^H, and

E: C -> Cn. We list some relations between B, C, D, and E gotten directly from

the definitions.

(1) B*B-DD*=I„=I.
(2) E*E-C*C=ICn=I.

(3) C*B-E*D* = 0.
But A* = [l'. f.], so (1), (2), (3) give immediately:

(10 BB*-CC* = I.
(2) EE*-D*D=In.

(3) D*B*-EC*=0.
Setting j4 = [_c¡ "?.] we see that AÄ=ÄA = 1. Thus U(H,n) is a subgroup of

GL(HxCn). Furthermore if A is invertible and satisfies (1), (2), (3) or (1'), (2'), (3')

then A e U(H, n).

Lemma 4.1. Let A = [BD. £] e U(H, n). IfZ e Dn(H), then D*Z+Ee GL(n, C).

Proof. If v e Cn is a unit vector, then by the definition of U(H, n) we have

(*) \\BZv + Cv\\2-\\D*Zv + Ev\\2=\\Zv\\2-\\v\\2. Since Z e Dn(H), ||Zi>||2<l. Thus

\\BZv + Cv\\2-\\D*Zv + Ev\\2<0. Hence \\D*Zv + Ev\\2^0. This proves the result.

If A = [%. g] e U(H, n), and Z e Dn(H), put AZ=(BZ+C) ° (D*Z+E)~\

We assert that AZeDn(H). Indeed, \\A-Zv\\2=\\(BZ+C)°(D*Z+E)-1v\\2<

\\(D*Z+E) o (D*Z+E)~1v\\2 (by (*) in the proof of Lemma 4.1) < 1. Thus we have

U(H, n) acting as a group of holomorphic automorphisms of Dn(H).

Theorem 4.1. Every holomorphic automorphism of Dn(H) is given by

Z^(BZ+C)o(D*Z+E)-\

where [g. CE] e U(H, n).

Proof. Clearly if B e U(H), Ee Ufa), then [B °E] e U(H,n). Thus the auto-

morphisms Z^B oZo E'1 are gotten from U(H,n). By Theorem 3.1 we need

only prove that U(H, n) acts transitively.

Let C be an arbitrary element of L(Cn, H). We assert that

^-PTr  (/+cC.c).»]et,W")'

Indeed, it is obvious that Ac satisfies (1) and (2).

We show Ac satisfies (3). Since C*C is a Hermitian positive semidefinite operator

on Cn we see that there is an orthonormal basis vx,..., vn of C so that C*C
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=2 Vi <8> vf, A,^0. Setting (A()1,2^, = Ci>(, we see that {fa,..., fa} is an ortho-

normal set and C=2 (X)ll2fa ® vf. Hence CC* = 2X¡fa<S) fa*- Let P:H^

{</>i, ■ ■ -, fa}1 be the orthogonal projection. Then

(7+CC*)1'2 = f (l+A,)1'Vi®^*+^.

(l + C*C)1/2=2?-i(l + A()1'2fl«<8>»f. C* = 2(Xi)1'2vi^fa*. Hence C*(l + CC*)lia

=2?=i(l + A()1,2i>i®#c and (1 + CC*)1I2C* = 2?»i (1 + A()1/2^ <g #. This proves

that Ac satisfies (3).

Now Ac(0) = C°(I+C*Cp112. Thus if Z e 2>n(#) we must find C eL(Cn, H)

so that Z=C ° (I+C*C)~112. In §3 we saw that Z could be written in the form

2?=! ßifa (g vf with 0^ju¡< 1 and {fa,.. .,fa}, {vx,..., vn} orthonormal sets. Let

C=2!,= i(Ai)1%®if, 0£A,<oo. Then (/+e*C)-1'a=2?-i(l + A,)-1/a»,<g> vf.
Kence C o (I+C*Cpll2 = 2î=i(K)ll2(i + Xipll2fa® vf. Thus if the A, are defined

by (A()1/2(l + Xi)-1'2=p,i we see that A¿{0)=Z.

Note. Theorem 4.1 implies that DniH) has the structure of a homogeneous

complex Hubert manifold with Hermitian metric < , >. And < , >0 = < , >. With

this normalization, < , >2 is a direct generalization of the Bergman metric on

DniCk). In the case n=l, < , >2 = < , >/(l — ||z||2)2. (Compare the invariant Her-

mitian metrics here with the Finsler metrics of Earle and Hamilton [4].) We leave

it to the reader to show that this implies a Schwartz-Pick lemma for the unit ball

of a separable Hubert space.

5. Polyballs. Let H be a separable Hubert space. Let B=BA0) = DxiH) be the

unit ball of H. Let Bk be the /c-fold product of B with itself. Then Bk is an open

bounded domain in Hk (the fc-fold product of H with itself). Let \\{zlt..., zk)\\x

= max{||z,|| | i'=l,..., k}. Then Bk is clearly the unit ball of the norm || • • • \xinHk.

Theorem 5.1. Let Sk be the symmetric group in k letters. If oeSk let the corre-

sponding permutation be given by i -> ai. Let f: Bk -* Bk be a holomorphic auto-

morphism fixing 0. Then there are elements Ai e U{H), i'= 1,..., k, and ae Skso that

fi^it • ■ -, zk) = (Axzai,..., Akz„k).

Proof. By Theorem 2.1,/is given by a linear isometry T of (Hn, || ■ • • \\x). It is

easy to see that the extreme points of Bk are the elements (zx,..., zk) so that

|zi|| = l, i=l,...,k. Let T be given by the matrix (Ah). That is T(zx,..., zk)

= (wx,..., wk) with Wj = 2*= i AijZi. By the above, we see that if ||z,|| = l,i = l,..., k,

then \Wj\ = \, j—\,...,k. Thus ||2¿ An exp (idj)zj\\2 = l for all i, 0X,..., 6keR.

Hence 2t,k exp (¡(dj-O^XA^Zj, Akizk) = 1. This implies that

(a) 2,<,AJizj,Ajizjy = l.

(b) (Am, Akizk}=0, k^j.

Suppose AjtZj^O, then Aklzk=0 for k=£j. Since zk is an arbitrary unit vector this

implies that, for each i, there is exactly one j so that Ajt^0. Set at=j and the result

follows.
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Theorem 5.2. Let Hx, H2 be separable Hubert spaces.

(i) If dim Ht = co (i'=l,2) then Dn(Hx) and Dm(H2) are holomorphically iso-

morphic if and only if n = m.

(ii) If Hx = Cm, H2 = C then Dn(Hx) is holomorphically isomorphic with Dk(H2)

if and only if{n, m} = {k, I}.

(iii) Dn(Hx) is inequivalent with Bkfor n^l, k>l.

Proof. Let Dx and D2 be any two of the above domains. Let T: Dx -*■ D2 be a

complex analytic isomorphism. We will show that Dx must equal D2. Since Dt has

a transitive group of analytic isomorphisms, we may assume T(0) = 0. By Theorem

2.1, T is a linear isomorphism of the underlying Banach spaces. If 1(D) is the group

of 0-preserving automorphisms of Du T induces a map f: I(Dx) -*■ I(D2) by

T(f) = Tofo T~\ f is a linear group homeomorphism, when 1(D) is given the

usual sup norm topology.

If D = Bk, then I(D)xSkx U(H)xU(H)x • ■ ■ xU(H) (k copies of U(H)).

Note that the number of components of 1(D) is k\.

If D = Dn(H), then consider U(H) x Ufa) = G. If (A, B) and (C, D) are in G, we

say (A, B)~(C, E) iff there is a real 6 so that A = ewC and B=eieE. Then ~ is an

equivalence relation, and I(D)xG/~. (See Theorem 3.1, and the way Lemma 3.3

was used in proving it.) lfj= U(H) x SU(n), and (A, B) e H, define tt((A, B)) to be

the ~ equivalence class of (A, B)inl(D). So7r:/-^/(Z))isagrouphomomorphism.

If dim iï = oo, we claim that (tt, J) is a connected, simply-connected covering

space of 1(D). Since U(H) is contractible (Kuiper [10]), /is connected and simply-

connected. If (A, B), (C, E) eJ, then tt((A, B))=tt((C, E)) if and only if XA = C,

XB=E. This implies A" = l. Thus -n is an n-to-1 map, and local cross sections are

easy to construct. Hence, if dim H=ao, the universal covering group of 1(D) is

U(H) x SUfa). The universal covering group has homotopy type that of SUfa),

and the first homotopy group of 1(D) is Zn.

If dim H<co, the universal covering group of 1(D) has homotopy type SU(l)

x SU(n), where /=dim H.

Returning to the proof of Theorem 5.1, T: I(Dx)-> I(D2). If Dx = Bk, then

(k> 1) consideration of the number of components of I(Dx) shows that D2 = Bk.

T lifts to a homeomorphism of the universal covering groups, (I(Dx))~ and

(I(D2)) ~. The homotopy types of these covering groups must agree. Thus if Dx

= Dn(H), D2 must also be Dn(H).

The methods used in the above proof could also be used to prove

Corollary 5.1. Let D{k; mitq¡) be Dmi(Hx)x • • • x Dmk(Hk), with dim H{=qt

(1 ̂ q¡¿oo). Then D{j;m'i,q[} and D{k;mt,q) are isomorphic iffj=k and there is

some a e Skso thatmat=m'i,qat=q'i,orm!,i=q't,q(,t = m'i, 1 g/ = A\ Bl andD{k; mt,q)

are isomorphic if and only if l=k and mt31, q¡ = oo.

6. Siegel domains of type II. Let M and N be Hubert spaces. Let Mr be a real

form of M. Let C be an open convex cone in Mr not containing a straight line. A
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Hermitian form on N with values in M is a continuous sesquilinear form

F: Nx JV-> M. Fis said to be C-positive if F(n, n)eC and F(n, n)=0 if and only

ifn=0.

The domain if (M, N, C, F)={(m, n)\meM,neN, and Im (m)-F(n, n) e C}

for F a Hermitian C-positive form is called a Siegel domain of type IL

The classical linear fractional transformations can be used to exhibit Dn(H) as a

Siegel domain of type II.

Theorem 6.1. Let M=L(Cn, Cn). A real form of M is the Hermitian operators

Jif. Let C={h e Jif \ h positive definite}. Then C is an open convex cone in Jif not con-

taining any lines. Put N—L(Cn, H). If F: NxN^> M is defined by F(nx, n2) = n2nx,

then F is C-positive. The domain if=if(M,N,C,F) is isomorphic to Dn(H),

and the isomorphism is given by G: if -* Dn(H) where G(m, n) = (m — il)(m + il)'1

+ 2n(m + ilp1. (G(m, n) eL(C\ Cn) ® L(Cn, H)xL(Cn, Cn ® H)xL(Cn, H).)

Proof. If meM, then hx=\(m + m*)e^ and h2=-i\(m-m*)e^'. And

m=hx + ih2. So Jf is a real form of M. That C and F are as required is equally

easy to see.

If(m, n) e if, then m + ilis invertible. For if(m + i/)y = 0 then im = hx + ih2, ht e H)

we see (hxv, v} + i(h2v, v}= —i{v, v). But <\htv, v) e R, i= I, 2, Qtxv, v} = 0 and

<h2v, !>>=-<>, V).

Since (rn, n)eif,h2-Fin, n) e C, therefore h2eC and v must be 0.

Hence G : if ' -> LiCn, H) is well defined. If (in, «) e if, we will compute the norm

of Girn,n)eLiCn,H). If |v|| = 1, v e Cn, then (being careful to use the correct

norm)

|| G{m,n)v ||2 = l(m-i/)(m-l-//)-1»ls+fl2«(m-l-i0":l»lfl
= <(m + il) -1v,im*m-2lmm + 7)(w + il) ~ xv)

+ dm + il) - 1v, An*nim + il) " V

= (j-H, cr-1»),

where T= m + il, and C = im*m + 4(«*n — Im im)) + 2 Im m +1).

We claim that ¡T*^1€T-li<\ if and only if («, m) e if. For, T*T=m*m

+ 2 Im im)+I. Thus («, m) e if if and only if <Ci>, vy < <J*Tv, v~) = <Tv, Tv) which

is the same as (CT'H, T'^k^v} or <r*-1CT_1ii,p><<»,»>. We conclude

that the image of G is in DniH) using the formula || ß|| =sup {\{Qv, v}\ \ \\v\\ = 1}

{Q Hermitian) and the definiteness of C.

We leave to the reader the task of showing that G is onto and constructing G"1.

In particular, Theorem 6.1 (« = 1) realizes B — DAH) as the set of all (z, w)

e HxC so that Im w- <z, z> > 0. If dim H= 1, the map G of Theorem 6.1 is the

Cayley transform A^(z) = (z-i)/(z + i') taking the upper half plane to the unit disc,

with Kt(i) = 0. We can find similar maps Ka (Im a > 0) transforming the upper half

plane to the unit disc, with Ä^(a)=0.
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Suppose now that p e I2 - /| (g C, and inf (Im pk) > 0. If we put Kp(z) = (KPl(zx)>

KP2(z2),...) for z=fa, ...)el2 (p = (plt. • •)) then RP:HX^ D" is a complex

analytic isomorphism, with Kp(p) = 0. (H™ ={zel2 | inf (Im z) >0}.) (In particular

we can use the maps Kv to show that the automorphisms of Z)00 act transitively.)

The relevance of Proposition 1.2 is that the classical result (Pjatetskii-Shapiro

et al. [12]) that a Siegel domain of type II is holomorphically equivalent to a

bounded domain is false in Hubert space. Since Hx is clearly a Siegel domain of

type II this gives the (unfortunate) counterexample.

7. Some examples and generalizations, (i) Let H be a separable Hubert space.

Let JP denote the space of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators A.H^-H (that is, A is

continuous and given fa} an orthonormal basis of H, tr A = 2 (A<f>n, <f>n} < oo). Let

U(H, oo) be the set of all A = [g. g] with B, C,D,E:H->H and C, D e 3f, subject

to (1), (2), (3) and (1'), (2'), (3') of §4. Then as in §4, U(H, oo) is a subgroup of

GL(HxH). Let Z)«,(//") be the unit ball in ^f relative to the norm

mii^ supinan i h = i}.

Let< , > be the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product on 2f. Then if AeJt°, \\A\\xú(.A,A)w.

Thus D^(H) is open in (3f, < , ». The arguments of §4 imply that U(H, oo) act

as a transitive group of holomorphic automorphisms of DX(H) by linear fractional

transformations.

We note that an argument analogous to the proof of Proposition 1.2 shows that

DX(H) is not holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in 3^.

(ii) An infinite dimensional analogue of a Siegel ball. Let H, 3V be as above. Let

Hr be a fixed real form of H and let ( , ) be the symmetric, complex bilinear ex-

tension of the inner product on Hr. Let v -> v be the conjugation of 77, correspond-

ing to Hr. Then (v, w} = (v, w). Let lA (for A e ¿P) be defined by (Av, w) = (v, lAw).

Let £f be the set of allAeJf so that *A=A. Let By be the set of all A e ¡f so that

|| A || x < 1 ( |] ■ • • || i as in (i)), then By is an open subset of (Sf, < , » « , > the Hilbert-

Schmidt norm). Let Spfa) be defined to be the group of all elements g of

GL(HrxHr) so that 'g[-ï '0]g=[-ï ol and g = fê g] with B,C Hilbert-

Schmidt. Then following C. L. Siegel [13] (or R. S. Phillips [11]) we find that

S^oo) acts as a transitive group of linear fractional transformations of By.

8. Questions, comments, and a result, (i) It is known (S. Bergman [2], Fuks [5]),

that Corollary 2.1 is true for finite dimensional circular domains that are not neces-

sarily convex. Is the corresponding result in a Banach space true? Also, when

dim V< oo, a bounded subgroup of the general linear group is conjugate to a sub-

group of the unitary group. If dim V= oo, this is not necessarily true. But we can

ask : if a bounded subgroup is the isotropy group of 0 arising as in Corollary 2.1

for V a Hubert space, is it necessarily conjugate to a subgroup of the unitary

group ?
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(ii) In [8] it was proved that every holomorphic automorphism of Dx(H) has a

fixed point in cl (Dx(H)). We prove

Proposition 8.1. Every holomorphic automorphism of Bk (see §5 for notation) has

a fixed point in Bk.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1 every holomorphic automorphism of

Bk is given by Ffa,..., zfc) = (/1(z„l),.. .,fk(zaJ), where fi is a holomorphic auto-

morphism of B=Dx(H) (l^i^k), and a e Sk. We prove the result by induction

on k.

If k=l the result is assumed true. Suppose the result is true for all j<k. If

1 =ctj1, for 0 <j<k, a fixed point for F reduces to a fixed point for maps on Bj and

Bk~!. So we may assume that <ryl ̂ 1 if 0<j<k, and, by renumbering, the map Fis

of the form Ffa, ...,zk) = (fxfa),f2fa), ■ ■ ■ ,fk - i(z¡c), fkfa))- We can by the induc-
tion hypothesis find a fixed point (wx,..., wk_x) for the map G of B"'1 defined by

Gfa,..., zfc_1) = C/i(z2),/2(z3),.. .,fk-x(fkfa))). Then (wx,.. .,wk_x,fk(wx)) is a

fixed point for F.

(iii) Is the fixed point property above true for Dn(H) ?

(iv) The fixed point result of Proposition 8.1 is related to a negative result of

Kakutani [9]: if dim H=co, there isahomeomorphism/of J=cl (DX(H)) that is a

diffeomorphism of B and has no fixed point in B. Is there an e-fixed point for/?

That is, given e>0, is there z e B so that ||/(z)—z|| <e? It is simple to verify (using

a result of Earle and Hamilton [4]) that any analytic / (not necessarily an auto-

morphism) has an e-fixed point.

An example of a continuous map of S into itself without an e-fixed point has

been given by W. L. Black. It is not hard then to construct a C ™ map of B into

itself, continuous on S without e-fixed points for e small enough. Do uniformly

continuous maps have e-fixed points ?

(v) Is there a condition on convex open cones of a real Hubert space Hr that

guarantees that the associated Siegel domains are holomorphically equivalent to

bounded domains? A sufficient condition is dim Hr<co. Necessary conditions

might be derived from Corollary 1.2.

(vi) Is Corollary 1.2 or some variant of it necessary and sufficient ?

(vii) If M is a complex Hubert manifold, when is MxMxBlls there a bounded

domain with this property ?

(viii) Z)00 has a transitive group of automorphisms (§6). If fis an automorphism

of Dx fixing 0 we suspect that f(zx, z2,.. .) = (exp (i0x)zOi, exp (i8)2z„2,...) where

6] e R and a is a permutation of the positive integers.
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